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Introduction 
Let H and K be subgroups of a group G. The double cosets of H and K in G are 
the sets HgK, g E G. In this paper we describe a procedure, P, for determining the 
cardinality of the set H\G/K of double cosets of H and K in G given a finite 
presentation for G and finite sets of generators for H and K. 
It is well known that the problem of determining whether or not a group G 
defined by a finite presentation is finite is unsolvable. As this problem is the same as 
enumerating H\G/K when H= K= 1, every double coset enumeration procedure 
must fail for some inputs. P fails by running forever and never terminating. 
Enumeration of H\G/K when H= 1 is coset enumeration, and the Coxeter- 
Todd procedure [2, Chapter 21 solves this problem exactly when the number of 
cosets is finite. By enumerating G/H and G/K in parallel one can use the 
Coxeter-Todd method to count H\G/K whenever G/H or G/K is finite. Thus our 
procedure, P, is of interest when G/H and G/K are both infinite. Some examples 
are given in Section 4. Unfortunately Example 3 shows that P need not terminate 
when H\G/K is finite. A version of P for the case H= K = 1 appears in [3]. 
2. A preliminary result 
Assume that G is a finitely presented group and H and K are finitely generated 
subgroups. Let 
(a*,u* ,... 1 w1=fJirw2=u2 ,... > 
be a finite presentation of G as a quotient of a finitely generated free monoid F with 
generators al,a2, . . . . Such a presentation may be obtained by adding new generators 
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8 -’ and relations gg- ’ = 1 =g-‘g for each generator g in a presentation of G as a 
quotient of a free group. Let 
be finite sets of words in F representing the generators of H and K, and let n : F+ G 
be the projection corresponding to the presentation above. The inverse image under 
rr of the double cosets of H and K in G is the set of equivalence classes of the equiva- 
lence relation = generated by 
XWiy=XUi_Y* hjx=X, xk, = x, (1) 
as x and y range over all words in F. 
P depends on Proposition 1, which is a special case of a result used to solve word 
problems in algebras [I], [5]. Order the generators of F arbitrarily, and define r< t 
for r and t in F by r< t if r is shorter than t or if r and t have equal length and r 
precedes t in the lexicographic order. Note that < is a well-ordering (i.e. every non- 
empty subset of F has a least element), and r < t implies xry < xty for all x and y in F. 
We assume that w;< oi and hi+ 1 #k, in (1). It follows that applying any of the 
relations in (1) from left to right to a word w in F makes w smaller. 
Proposition 1 [6]. Let = be an equivalence relation on the finitely generated free 
monoid F. Let F be ordered by the ordering c defined above and suppose that = is 
generated (as an equivalence relation) by a set of generators 
with pj>qj for all j. Define -+ to be the transitive reflexive (but not symmetric) 
closure of S. The following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) If pj =pk then qj+X and qk-+x for some x in F; 
(ii) For every y in F there is a unique t in F denoted by y* such that y + t and there 
is no x with z+x#z. Furtherx=y if and only if x*=y*. 
Proof. Assume (i) holds. Since < is a well-ordering, there must be at least one t as in 
(ii) for each y. Let us call such a z terminal. If z is not always unique, then 
Y’Pj’Qj’Zls Y=Pk+qk*z2 
for some y with zI #z2 and zI,z2 terminal. Take y to be the minimum for which (2) 
holds. Pick x as in (i) and z3 terminal with x--*z3. By minimality of y, zl = zs = qy and 
z2=z3 =q;. Thus the first part of (ii) holds. 
Suppose there exist x and y with x=y, x*#y*. Since = is generated as an equi- 
valence relation by +, there is a sequence 
We change ti, i even, if necessary SO that Zi =z$. NOW to#z,, implies Zi#Zi+2 for 
some even i contrary to the first part of (ii) with y=Zi+t. 
Finally (ii) implies (i) because qy =pj* =p$ = qz. 
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3. Procedure P 
The input to P is a set of relations (or generators for an equivalence relation =) on 
a finitely generated free monoid F. 
XW~_Y =XUiy for all X, y in F, U)(a) 
hjX= mix for all x in F, (3)(b) 
XI?, = xn, for all x in F, (3)(c) 
ts= us, (3)(d) 
where the indices range over finite sets and wi> Vi, h;> mj, k,> nrr ts> u, in the 
ordering > defined in Section 2. Clearly (3) includes (1). We say that (3) is complete 
if it satisfies condition (i) of Proposition 1. 
P proceeds as follows: (3) is tested for completeness. If (3) is complete, the 
equivalence classes of = are enumerated as indicated in the next section. If (3) fails 
the test for completeness, P augments (3) by adding more relations and repeats the 
test. P continues in this way until (3) becomes complete. If (3) never becomes 
complete, P fails to terminate. 
P tests (3) for completeness by seaching for the element x of Proposition l(i) for 
each pair of relations in (3). Let 4 be the transitive reflexive closure of (3). For each 
instance p; =pj listed below we apply the relations indicated from left to right in any 
order to find xi and x2 with qi+xl , qj+x2 such that none of the indicated relations 
can reduce xl or x2 or any further. 
Table I 
P;=P, 




hj, = h,,x 
xk, = w,y 
k,=xw,y 




ts = xk, 
I*, = ‘s2 
Restriction on pi, p, 
w,, and w,~ overlap 
h, and wi overlap 
k, and w, overlap 
hj and k, overlap 














Because the indices i, j, r,s run through finite sets, there are only a finite number 
of instances of the types listed in Table 1; and since < is a well-ordering, the calcula- 
tion of xl and x2 in each instance involves only a finite number of applications of 
relations and can be carried out. 
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Lemma 1. If x1 =x2 for every instance listed in Table 1, then (3) is complete. 
Proof. It suffices to check that all the possibilities p,=p, not listed in Table 1 
satisfy Proposition l(i). Suppose we have 
The other possibilities are all handled similarly. If w,, and w,~ do not overlap, then 
Pi=XlWi,ZWi2Y2 (say), and x=x~u,,zu,~Y~ satisfies 4,-+x, qj*,x. Further if w,, and 
Wi2 do overlap, then we may interchange H’,, and w,: if necessary so that one of the 
following two possibilities holds: 
Pi=x3xwilY3v Pj = x3 bv,2YY 3 
Or 
Pi=x3wtlY3t P, =X3X’vl:YY3 
for some x, y,x3, y3 in F. In the first case p; =p; occurs in Table 1 for p;=XWi,, 
pi = Wi2y; and in the second case p] =p; occurs in Table 1 for p] = Wi,, p; = XWi2y. By 
hypothesis 41-+x;, $4~; with xi =xi. Because only relations of type (3)(a) are used 
in calculating xi and xi, it follows that 
4izX3qi!Y3 ‘x3x;Y39 qJ =,~3q;Y3 -+x3x;Y3 
in both cases. Thus Proposition l(i) holds for pi=pj as desired. 
If (3) is not complete, then some of the calculations for pi =pj in Table 1 end with 
xl #x2. Say xl >x2. If only relations of type (3)(a) were used in calculating xl and x2, 
we add the relations 
xxi y=xx2y for all x, y in F 
to the set (3)(a). Similarly if only relations of type (3)(a) and (3)(b) were used, we 
add 
xIy=x2y for all y in F 
to (3)(b), and likewise if only relations of type (3)(a) and (3)(c) were used. In the 
remaining cases we add the single relation x1 =x2 to (3)(d). Since each pair of 
relations originally in (3) satisfies the criterion of Proposition l(i) if we are allowed 
to use the new relations added to (3), it follows that in the next test of (3) for 
completeness we need only test those instances of Table 1 involving at least one of 
the new relations. 
4. Enumeration 
Suppose the relations in (3) are complete. It follows that the corresponding equi- 
valence classes each contain a unique representative in 
L={~jw#xw~yorhjyorxk,ort,foranyx,yinF). 
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L is a rational subset of F, and the enumeration of L is a straightforward application 
of techniques from the theory of automata and rational languages. For example one 
can construct a nondeterministic automaton A accepting F-L. From A one can 
obtain first a deterministic automaton accepting F-L and then an automaton B 
accepting L. Given B one easily determines the cardinality of L. A text in automata 
theory and formal languages is [4]. Algorithm A of [3] can be extended to give a 
more efficient way of enumerating L. 
We conclude with some examples. 
Example 1. Enumerate the cosets G/K with 
G=(a,bIa*=1=6*) and K=(a). 
The input to P is xu*y=xy, xb*y=xy, xu=x which turns out to be complete. A 
regular expression for L is 
L = (1 -I- b)(ab)*. 
That is, L is the set of all w = uu with u = 1 or b and L, = (ab)“, n 2 0. In particular L is 
infinite and so is G/K. 
Example 2. Enumerate H\G/K with 
G=(a,b/a3=1 =6*), H = tub), K= (bu). 
The input to P is xa3y =xy, xb*y =xy, ubx=x, xbu=x. Considering pairs of 
relations in the order (1, l), (1,2), (2,2), (1,3), (2,3), (3,3) . . . . we find that the first 
new relation comes from using the second and third relations to compute distinct 
reductions of the word ub*. We obtain bx=ux (we are ordering the generators 
alphabetically). P terminates with the further relations xb=xu, a*= 1, and 
L = 1 + a + (u*b)(ub + u*b)*(u*). 
Again the number of cosets is infinite. 
Example 3. Enumerate H\G/K when 
G= {a,cl ac=cu}, H=(c), K= (a>. 
Since we know that G is the direct product of two infinite cyclic groups, we take as 
input to P the relations 
xuby=xy, xbuy = xy, xcdy = xy, xdcy = xy, 
xcuy = xucy, xcby = xbcy, xduy = xady, xdby = xbdy, 
cx=x, xu=x. 
Omitting the last two relations gives a complete set of relations for G (i.e. the case 
H= 1 = K). With the full set of relations it is clear that there is just one double coset, 
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but P does not terminate. P produces the infinite set of relations 
bx-x, xd=d, 
akcx= akx, akdx= akx, bkcx = bkx, bkdxz bkx, 
xack = xck, xadk= dkx, xbck = xck, xbdk=dkx, 
for all x in F and all kz 1. These relations together with the input to P form a 
complete set. 
One way to improve P would be to find a rule of inference which allowed the 
deduction of the relations xay=xy and xcy-xy from the relations produced after 
some finite number of iterations of P in Example 3. 
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